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Security ImrnatiOti

13 November 1953

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

Subject: APPLE CE Review

Reference: Security Review of APPLE Team Operations, SGAW 2835 21 October 1953

1. Attached is a discussion of those aspects of the operation which
affect its security or which are necessary for its understanding. No attempt
has been made to duplicate the reference; this review pays more attention to
the wit traffic and includes the recent developments in the operation.

2. No definite conclusions appear reachable at presdnt as to when the
operation came under control other than that it probably did come under such
control, possibly as early as July or August 1952, with a r4ltant hostile
A/A reception to a resupply 0-47 on the night of 23 October 1953.

3. Critical points during the operation possibly indicative of control
or penetration are discussed in detail in the attachment and are sumnarized
as follows:

a. There is an improbable possibility that the operation was pene-
trated from the outset by RNDonino, the wit operator.

b. Pow-meta flashlights of a type not given APPLE were seen by the
plane arsw at the D/Z in a drop on 8 May 1952.

c. A resupply drop was made on the night of 6/7 July 1952 to a T—
lighted Dit with the reception lights not prepared by APPLE.

d. APPLE ignored a 12 August 1952 case officer control challenge in
five subsequent exchanges; it replied to 24 and 27 August 1952 rechallenges
with a positive control answer on 28 August 1952, and when immediately rechalleng-
ed, gave another positive control response on 3 September 1952.

e. APPIE ignored requests by the base on 5 and_ 18 September 1952 and
6 October 1952 for first one and then two "friends" to exfiltrate.

f. APPLE radioed on 3 November 1952 that RNDomino, the wit operator,
had broken his operating hand and was using his left hand; Athena reported a
definite new fist operatin g. with the sharpness of the dots beim:, indloative of
a trained professional.

g. APPLE failed to respond to a case officer control Challenge first
raised on 3 November 1952, and reraised on 24 and 27 November, until 29 November
when it gave a positive control response.
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h. The 13 December 1952 response to tt Zog !kormnlated control challenges
was inconclusive rather than definitely favorab , 	 •

i. The 29 January 1953 flight during which Throwoff/2,. a relief w/t
operator,was dropped may have been insecure because of the absence of diversioh-
ary tactics; APPIE reported being invOfted in a firefight on 4 February 1953.

J. APPLE reported on 16 April 1953 that a friend "who pretends to be
a Communist" would exfiltrate with APPLE/3.

k. According to a report from a sister of Airtight in Yugoslavia, four
men, including Airtight and RNCertain, were betrayed and captured byAlbanian
authorities about May 1953; however, there are a number of contradictory ihde-
pendent reports on the fate of team members.

1. APPLE/2 radioed contradictory reports on 5 and 10 June 1953 con-
cerning the 4 June 1953 dropping of four men of the ORANGE and PLUM teams; the
APPLE/2 performance subsequently fell off.

APPIE/3=144invo ved in a fire fight on 5 June 1953 and was last
heard from on 18 June 19 3.

n. APPIE/2 on 22 October 1953 reported that it had been awaiting a
drop since 19 October, and then later that day, when told to expect a drop that
night, indicated that it was not yet at the same DA and so could not receive
the drop that night; the delay could have been used to prepare the A/A reception
on 23 October.

4. Significant points during the operating possibly indicative of absence
of control or penetration are also discussed in detail in the attanbmnnt and are
summarized as follows:

a. Radio communication control signals were negative throughout the
entire operation.

b. Negative case officer control challenge responses were given by
RNDomino during June 1952 and three team members exfiltrated safely that same
month.

c.The relief w/t operator, Throwoff/2, came on the air two days
after his 29 January 1953 drop with a message containing a prearranged negative
control sentence; if he had fallen into the opposition's hands at the time of
his drop they only had two days in which to break him, (Since APPLE had informed
the base before the drop that there would be some friends at the D/Z And id
set up a password-counter-password exchange, the opposition p if in control,
might have been able to debrief him without immediate suspicion on his part;
force or the threat of force also might have been used successfully.)

d. Throwoff/2 gave a begative control response for APPLE/2 on 20
June 1953 in response to a 19 June case officer control challenge.

—atlon
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5, Some other aspects of the operation affecting security, which are dis-
cussed in detail in the attachment, are summarized as follows:

a. Several of the drops required waiting periods at the D/Z of sev-
eral days and the team several times complained about the security hazards in-
volved therein.

b. As a result of the RNDomino hand switch-we Athens as instructed
to tape both. of an operator's hands in the future.

e. There is insufficient information in the files to adequately assess
the recruitment, trai)izg., aafehousing and transportation of the agents, and
our liaison with th Greek ` ervices in connection with thSPPLE1.1.14.12.

d.C:_	 d not submit the necessary PRQ outlines and field traces
results on Giblutra, an ORANGE team member, and as a result no operational
clearance was instituted.

e. No information was reported from the_field-en two letters brought
in by Throwoff/2 and RNPutlog and nailed withikA,2454a5,,P

f. Becausiia- jonsidered the case officer control challenge given
RNDomino susceptible to Misinterpretation, it took special precautions in de-
vising challenges for Throwoff/2.

g. It might have been particularly desirable for the base to have
raised case officer control challenges shortly before dropping RNCertain on
4 August 1952, soon after making the 6 September 1952 resupply drop, and be-
fore making the September and October 1953 resupply drops; challenging on the
last two occasions, however, was debatable.

h. There is no information indicating that traces were made on eleven
internal contacts reported by APPLE on 12 March 1953.

1. With respect to the dropping of ORANGE and PLUM to APPLE/2 0 the
question might be raised as to whether the disadvantages of blind dropping were
not outweighed by the disadvantages involved in the breakdown of inter-team
compartmentation, particularly in view of questionable incidents in APPLEIs
previous operational history.

•	 j. One or more of APPLE/2's identities may have been known by ORANGE
and/or PLUM before the latter were parachuted on 4 June 1953.
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Security Information

13 November 1953

APPLE CE REVIEW

I May 1952 A five-man APPILteam infiltrated across the Greek-Albanian
border into41baniaith the aid of two cross-border guides.
The team consisted of Airtight, RNPutlog, RNOomino, Airwise
and Airometer; the cross-border guides were Airmail and .Ads-
spray. There is insufficient information in the Mies to adequat
ly assess the recruitment / training, safehousing ani_trans-
portation of the agents and our liaison with thereek..Services
in connection with the operation. (This is discuiiirin detail
in the Headquarters Security Review of APPLE.)
Adverse information is reflected in the files only on RNDomino,
the wit operator who on 3 November 1952 radioed that his oper-
ating hand had been broken and_tlwg0y:Olad-to_use his other
hand. RLDomino and another(gbanianAgysen SaliWchid -BOth- 4.0

been reported in 1951 by It4ian,sourcei—aa 'bang Albanian
I.S. agents. The field investigated the Charges and on .2-1 May
1951 reported the two as being cleared of all suspicion and
that the details would be "pouched soonest". The latter report
is not in Headquarters files and apparently never was received.
(On 21 October 1953, as a result of the Headquarters Security
Review of APPLE, the field was requested to furnish a copy for
Headquarters study.) Sallku was parachuted into Al_bania, on 15

--Caober 1951-With three other men; his death as a reiat_otivi
ambush by state security forces was reported bY1104147.4174.„.?
on 24 October 1951.
Comment: Although RNDomino thus may have been an Albanian LS.
agent from the start of the operation, the fact thai-thie
APPLE members exfiltrated a few weeks later, plus the fact
that negative control responses were made six times during
June to a case officer control challenge/ supports the probabili
that the team was not controlled from the start unless RNDomino
delayed contact i ngAlbanian-security forces after his drop. Ther
is of course the theoretical possibility that the three ex:Mitre
had been turned by the Jabal:Ilan-LS. but there is no evidence
to substantiate this. Also the failure to later respond favor-
ably to case officer control challenges is inexplicable if the
operation was controlled from the outset. In addition, if
RNDOmino were a penetration from the start, there would have
been no need for the change in fists which occurred when he
allegedly broke his operating fist, unless, while a penetrationl
he aoLually am:Lieu-Lally did break his hand or for some reason
become uncontrollable.



28 May 1952

12 June 1952

27 June 1952

7 July 1952

8 May 1952

Security 7irorrnation

Powerful flashlights of a type net given APPLE were seen
by the plane crew on the reception field during a pre-
arranged supply drop.
Comment: The flashlights could have been evidence of con-
trol or could have been obtained from local team contacts.

27 May 1952	 The first w/t contact since 8 May informed the base all was
well.

Airtight, the leader, ordered three team members (RIeutlog,
Airvise and Airometer) to return to Greece because of poor
food conditions in the operating area. The three men separated
from Airtight and =amino on 28 May and exfiltrated to
Greece on 15 June. Rffutlog and Airometer were parachuted
back on I May and 4 June 1953 respectively. Airwise was
used later in other Albanian , operations and is now in Athens.

APPLE radioed that they were being "pursued" and that their
operational area had been alerted security-wise against agents.

On 27 Nay the base had radioed the case officer control chal-
lenge, "How Many Rifles Have Toe" APPLE returned a negative
control response, "We want blankets" in its 3 June contact;
although not again rechallenged, it repeated this safety phrase
during contacts on 12 June, 15 June (sent iErgliah'contrark
to instructions), 18 June (again sent in E.ngli-SEZ-24 June and.-
27 June.

A. resupply drop, including radio, arms, food and ammunitions
was made on the night of 6/1 July. APPLE radioed that the
plane had circled the area for one hour, that the drop was
made without the pilots seeing their signals, that the materiel]
had been found by the police and that they were forced to hide
in wooded areas. C :1") reported that:

"The bundles were released over a group of lights or
shepherd's fires coincidentally resembling a "T" or
alert security forces arranged their own reception to
divert delivery of our supplies. There would have been
tiplvfor such a measure as the plane was on its third
circle of the area when the lights were first observed...
In any case we now know that APPLE did not receive any 4.,
of the supplies prepared for it because the plane flew/
wrong Agee"

due to an error in navigation. The resupply flight path had
different.abanian.,entry and exit points; the plane ran into
light enemy Aii action after making leaflet drops at Korce
WiJouL 25 mIllu'wb miLwr ie .mbupply drvp.
Comment: In light of the preceding, the possibility exists that
the team came under control some time between this drop and
the 13 August failure to respond properly to the case officer
control challenge.

'"• ' ',)71atio-nr•
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L5 July 1952

4 August 1952

9 August 1952

APPLE reported rumors among the population that other
persons had been dropped.
Comment: Possible information elicitation by the opposition.

RNCertain, an agent with important implantation contacts, was
parachuted in to join APPIE. In a 3 August message setting up
the drop APPIE radioed that "friends of ours will be at the
D/Z to hide the supplies. If he is not found immediately,
(RECertain) is to give the password Beret; thecounter .pass-.........
word is Burrel".:;2,-,
Comment: By preparing RNCertain to expect non-team members
at the D/Z the opposition, if already in control, could en-
sure capturing him without immediately arousing his supicions
in ease both APPLE members were not fully controllable. This
could facilitate an immediate debriefing of him for instructic
information, etc. It might have been desirable for the base
to have raised the case officer control challenge again before
dropping RNCertain.

APPLE radioed that security forces were searching the recent
D/Z area.
Comment: This could be an indication of no control or of dis-
arming realism by an opposition case officer. If the team were
not then controlled, the presence of security forces might
possibly have resulted in the team's capture between then and
13 August when APPLE failed to respond to a case officer con-
trol challenge.

12 August -	 The base raised the case officer control ehpilenge, Maw Many
13 September	 Rifles Have You4 in a contact on 12 August. APPIE ignored the

1952	 challenge in exchanges on 13, 15 0 16, 18 and 24 August. The
base therefore rechallenged APPLE on 24 and 27 August. On
28 August APPLE replied with a straight answer giving the num-
ber of arms on hand, an indication of control. The base again
rechallenged on 28 August and on 3 September received a similar
positive control reply. Radio communication control signals,
however, continued to be negative.

_a commented that "it is improbable that the team has for-
gotten its instructions on this signal, but due to the impend-
ing resupply drop it bay have been interpreted as a straight
question."
Comment,: APPLE did not confuse the ease officer control chal-
lenge during June when a similar resupply drop was impending.
Furthermore the constant reiteration of the question might well
u___ _^___A	 1	 11--.1.

VW %dV.11 CAVWX1U.J.W.L1 VO 
.1.
WIG	 W4MV 10 waz a

question. Also why the long delay in responding if the team WAS

Uncontrolled but misconstrued the questions? Although the con-
tinuance of negative radio communication signals may be constau
however, as evidence of lack of control, it is possible also
that RNDomino had yielded these signals to his captors without
giving them the correct case officer control challenge exchange
Such exchanges are included in co 	 'cations plans with just
such an eventuolity in mind.

•'	 4
" 1:9 a	 •
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6 September 1952	 On the night of 5/6 September a resupply mission was flown
but no drop was made because no reception lights were visible.
APPLE radioed on the morning of 6 September that "plane
crossed last night. He crossed far away as we are told. For
this reason we did not light the fires". Athens estimated
that the plane probably flew over the wrong area although the
crew reported making the drop the next night at the same area
they had searched the previous night.
Comment: There is a possibility that an uncontrolled APPLE
would not have found out so quickly that a plane had crossed
"far away".

15 September 1952 APPLE radioed that the wit set had been received but that
another container which had fallen too far away, because of
being dropped from a great height, had been found by civilians
and turned over to the security forces.
Comment: If the team was under control the opposition night
not want to call attention to the danger of capture. On the
Oiler hand this could be reported for realism and to entice
more resupply. The base, therefore, might have reraised the
case officer control Challenge at this point after the drop,
if for no other reason than to test the validity of its hypo-
thesis that the team had misconbtrued the Challenge because of
the impending 6 September supply drop.

September —	 Probably as a means /h part of testing the bona fides of APPIE
October 1952	 the base, in messages on 5 and 18 September and 6 October 'asked

for first one and then two "friends" to exfiltrate. APPIE ig-
nored these requests in its messages.
Comment: The ignoring of these requests may possibly be suspici

3 October 1952	 APPLE requested that "for many reasons" there be no drops in
October.
Comment: This message can be interpreted either as absence of
control or, if controlled, as misleading realism or a stalling
device by the opposition case officer.

10 October 1952	 APPIE reportedl6Zcji)influence as great in Tirana ., Kruja,
154.1hirre1 and requested the dispatch of new agents.

o'	 Comment: Possible intoxication effort if controlled.

27 October 1952	 APPLE reported An indire contact with a sergeant major of
the police in(pseshkoiti
Comment: If the tird6-was controlled, this could represent an

vu-A-Lu up ulAci ucam-o pouallu.Laa.j 	 (hue 1■CtiaLL wao

controlled, it could represent a future security hazard.

3 Kovember 1952	 APPLE radioed that RNDomino had broken his operating hand and
was using his left hand. CI: lareported that an investigatior
had revealed negative radio communication control signals, a
definite new fist operating, speed far below normal and sharp
dots indicating a trained fist operating. The communications
training officer 	 the operator was capable of using

SeC t Ir ‘ti formation
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his other hand but that it was debatable. The base immediately
(3 November) raised the case officer control challenge, "Row
many rifles have you?" APPLE did not respond to the challenge in
contacts on 6, 12, 15, and 18 November. Radio communication con-
trol signals continued negative however, In response to a Head-
quarters query as to whether the Q signals were noticeably slow
after 3 November and thus suggestive of the operator discussing
the exchange with his controllers,	 _13 replied that the (4
signals appeared to be normal considering the use of a -left hand.
Comment: APPLE's failure again to respond to the case officer
control challenge may indicate either a continuation or a recent
initiation of control. If the team had not previously been under
control, the 3 October message requesting that no drop be made in
October might have been due to pressure of security forces, which
pressure might have subsequently resulted in the team's capture.
If the team had been controlled for some time,- the question arises
of why the opposition would have endangered the progress of the
playback by introducing a new fist. Possible reasons for such
action may have been an actual acaident to ENDOMINO, increasing
distrust of RNDOMINO, or a gamble that the crisis could be surmounted
successfully and another W/T operator who might prove more co-operative
enticed.

15 November 1952 APPLE requested help on 15 November and on 211. November asked either
to return or for another W/T operator.
Comment: Although the request for another operator could represent
an intoxication effort, the raising of exfiltration as the other
alternative could be either evidence of lack of control or the
opposition's taking of a calculated risk. If the latter it was well
calculated,because , [_ :Jon 2 December considered it a practical
impossibility for the team, or any member thereof, to exfiltrate at
that time because of deep snows, mountainous terrain and general
winter weather conditions.

18 November 1952 The base, in response to Headquarters' instructions, atked for
specific positive intelligence, one purpose being to help assess
the possibility of control.
Comment: APPLE's subsequent replies evidently were considered
satisfactory because the files do not reflect the raising of the
possibility of deception with reference to them. They might, as
at the other times during the Operation, have been "fed" ,however.

24-29 November
logo

Case officer control challenges, "How many rifles have you?" were
omftir.	 +U.	 .117	 ,on	 ATITITT3-Vu 4.7 ....1WWWLIGA
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responded., giving the number of arms on hand, which was a positive
control response. <= J ne r elessx discounted on 2 December
the probability of control,i again as a reasonable possibility
that the case officer control challenge had been misunderstood as an
inquiry for purposes of resupply. 	 also stated that in addition
to this argument and to the continuance of an uncontrolled reply to
both radio communication danger signals, the "case officers who trained
and dispatched the team soliconsider it of highest caliber and feel
confident (the) team would have found some clear way of showing con-
trol if it existed".
Comment: See comments under dates of 3 November and 12 August-3
September above.

3 December 1952 APPLE's radio message omitted the confirmation number groups supposed
to be added at the end of all messages to indicate positive or negative
control. C: 27 hypothesized that since the other radio communica-
tion danger signals Were regular and since this was the first time
confirmation groups were omitted, 3NDOMINO had forgotten to include
them When he was recopying the messages

12-13 December 1952	 -King 2%, d been asked on 26 November for possible control -
queitib-W4Eich might be pat to the radio operator to determine
whether he was actuallyjn touch with the team leader and vending for
him. On 8 December ; Zog replied with two questions to be passed to
the team:

(1) "Are you in good condition?"
(2) "Do you remember in whose hands you. left your silver

cuff links before your depature?"

The expected answers were respectively:

(1) "The people believe in us and help us put themselves
at the King's disposal."

(2) "To the queen or mistress of the house."

(reported that thefirst question had been discussed with him
prior to the depaiture of the team, and that the second was known
only to Airtight and himself.
Both questions were raised by the base on 12 December and APPLE on
13 December replied to the second (though not to the first), as
follows:

in the small box there. Don't bother us unnecessarily."

MTUA .4, 7= 	 ( Airtievz)	 (nnornmAnk
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A search of Airtight's suitcase, left with °BOATS in Athens,
revealed the duff links to be there as stated".
Whe<47/0/as_inf979f_VIg X4,49_reAy, he stated in a conversation
with	 ::3 „570u; in Alexandria, that he felt.
thatthe team's answer wnile not as expected, was accurate and genuine
since they had no prearranged exitrol signals and the leader probably
had more than one set of links. As a result the team was considered
to , be uncontrolled.
Comments: It is significant that the first question was unanswered
and that the reply to the second gave-, the locations of both Air-
tight's and ENCERTAIN's cuff links, indicating that if the team were
under control, the case officer (and the W/T operator) did not know
to whom the query was addressed and therefore tried to cover both in
the reply. On the other hand if the team were controlled, the
members might have given their captors a completely erroneous answer
in the hopes of getting across a positive control signal. However,
if the team were controlled, theoretically they might have yielded
the information under severe pressure; generally speaking, the re-
sults of the exchange appear to be only inconclusive.

27 December 1952 The base informed APPLE that another W/T operator, plus supplies,
would be dropped during the period 3-7 January. APPLE on 12 December
had radioed that MORINO was very weak with an infected hand. -C
had reported that APPLE'S transmissions were very slow.
Comment: If controlled, -possible intoxication effort,

3-15 January	 WIT operator drop flights were al:opted on 3 and 7 January 1953 due to
1953	 weather. APPLE complained at the security hazards involved in com-

plying with instructions to stand by for a drop during the periods
3-9 and 12-15 January.
Comment: The stand-by instructions do seem to involve a security
hazard, but the poor weather at this time of the year may have made

, more precise pre-timing impossible. APPLE's complaint is either
evidence of absence of control or if controlled, realistic 'assemblage
by the opposition,

29-31 January	 THROWOFF/2, a replacement W/T operator was dropped on 29 January. He
1953	 had new radio communication danger signals and new case officer con-

trol challenge questions. He was sent in with a letteraicting
ivAIRTIGET ellemide,exfiltrate in the spring if possible ant	 4ENPUTLOG

would be sent back to help him get out. He was briefed carefully to
answer case officer control challenges. TEROW017/2 was dropped during
a second flight attempt since an unsuccessful flight to a near & wrong
D/Z area was made the night preceding the successful drop, 0,10149
January flight the-pie:Ile went in and out at the same point and dropped

Cr." 7711

Security
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• no diversionary leaflets. Prior to the drop, on 31 December,APPLE
had informed the base that there would be some friends at the DA
and that the password and counter password would be "Kru4a" and
"Korabi

APPLE's
" 

first message
respectively. 

after the drop was sent on 31 ;! 72:::. All radio
communication control signals were negative and the message contained
a prearranged negative control sentence.
Comment: The negative control indicators in the 31 January message
may have been a true reflection of the situation or THROWOFF/2 may
have been taken into custody at the drop and debriefed of the requisite
information, either without immediate suspicion by the "friends" pre-
arranged to meet him at the drop, or by force or threat of force. The
path of the 29 January flight may have been a security hazard in draw--
ing attention to the DA area after the drop, if the team was not al-
ready controlled ecauee of its same entry and exit point, its relatively
direct flight to lt 	 A and the absence of diversionary leaflet drops.
(See the attached map for the actual flight ramte)aa-mapaps1140a-Ilha

4 February 1953 APPLE reportekbeing in a fire flight in which one Communist civilian
was killed;
Comment: If APPLE was previously uncontrolled it might have been captured
and come under control soon after this incident because of the resultant
alerting of security forces in the area. If APPLE was controlled, it
might be realistic diesemblage by an opposition case officer.

13 February 1953 APPLE radioed AIRTIGET's agreement to coming cut.
Comment: Either indicative of an absence of control or an intoxication
effort aimed at the promised assistance of an exfiltration guide, RNPUTLOG.

Rmm 28 February. 1953 APPLE reported "pursuit detachments" had been in the operational zone
during the preceding three days but had left.
Comment: See comments under date of 4 February 1953 above.

8 March 1953 APPLE responded affirmatively on 11 March to the base inquiry of
10 March as to whether a letter carried in by THROWOFF/2 had been mailed.
Comment: There is no information in the files indicating what the
letter was. Possibly it may have been a poison pen letter. Without
additional information the full security ramific6tions cannot be assessed
although theoretically there may have been a security hazard involved in
the internal postinc.

12 March 1953 APPLE reported the names of 11 internal contacts.
Comment: There is no information in the files indicating that traces

T
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were made or the results of such traces. Tha possible security
implications are obvious, particularly in view of a recent report
that four men, including AIRTIGHT and RNCERtAIlytere betrayed to
the Albealan authorities and captured about May/t53.

20 March 1953	 -:preported that in the 20 March contact APPLE had replied to
the challenge sent by the base in the previous contact on 14 March
and had indicated negative control.
Comment: The exchange must have involved a radio communication con-
trol challenge since the texts of the messages do not include either
of the case officer control challenges and responses given THR0W0FF/2
prior to departure. The exchange, however, either is evidence of
lack of control, or Of the oppositio2s x success in obtaining the
necessary signal information from THROWOFF/2.

16 April 1953 APPLE reported, regarding the planned drop of exfiltration guides,
that RIMMING was ready to return with AIRTIGHT along with "one
friend who pretends to be a Communist."
Comment: In view of the possible security hazard involved in the
pretended Communist "friend", if the team were uncontrolled, the
base might have asked for his name.

1 May 1953 Three exfiltration guides (RNPUTLOG, GABNEGATE, and GABOARD) were
dropped to APPLE on 1 May; a drop attempted on 30 April had been
aborted due to overcast. The base previously had alerted APPLE on
26 April to await a drop some time between 27 April and 4 May. APPLE
complained that an eight-day waiting period at a D/Z was a security
hazard. On 6 April APPLE reported that GABNEGATE had been injured
in the drop.	 _Dregarded his injury as normal since it was his
first jump and he Was the least capable man,
Comment: The instructions for an eight-day waiting period may have
involved a security hazard. The circumstances of the drop are
neither indicative of control or lack of control.

6-8 May 1953	 APPLE reported on 6 May the existence of patrol activity in the D/Z
area and on 8 May radioed that although it would like a drop, "one
now would prestIO danger".
Comment: . C: —commented on 18 August that if APPLE were controlled,
the opposition could have been playing for a late request to get a
plane, men or material; if APPLE were uncontrolled, the message could
represent normal fear.

12 May 1953	 EXfiltration croup (APPLE/3) separated from stay-behind crou p (APPLE/2).
APPLE/3 consisted of RNPUTLOG, &ABNEGATE, GABOARD, AIRTIGHT, RNDOMIEO,

.	 .
Securit y I ri;'ormo,tion.
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15 May 1953
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and an unidentified friend. APPLE/2 consisted of RNCERTAIN and
THROWOFF/2.
Comment: If APPLE was already controlled at this time, the
opposition may have played back as it did because an exfiltration had
been ordered and not to follow through at thin stage might have
prevented further possible exploitation of the operation.
Of possible relevance with respect to the question of control at this
time are the following two reports on the fate of the teii. Accord-
ing to one report an Albanian who visited in Yugoslavia in September
1953 a relative who is married to a sister of AIRTIGHT, was told that
four men, including AIRTIGHT and RNCERTAIN, were betrayed and captured
iy,,gbaja,ap. authorities about five months previously, which would be
about May 1953. If both men were captured together, the team would
have come under control prior to the separation of APPLE/2 and APPLE/3.
In an Italian radio broadcast on 25 August 1953, the Yugo-Press agency
was cited as reporting the execution in(Viig70in centre:1 Albania of
20 14banian peasants who he4LtakenWthe mountains In it 	 _J
test against the regime. ,Said_Erzeb1,1•Mtateci 004-04,13 , was	.
RNPUTLOG's home and that he believed that RNPUTIO7a and his siUppOiteri.
were involved. The date and place of their capture is not given. If
RNPUTLOG actually was captured in centralAlkaga, the team could. have
come under control prior to the separation of APPLE/2 and APPLE/3, or

.APPLE/3 could have come under control shortly thereafter. Theoretically,
also control of APPLE/3 could have come as late as August if APPLE/3
had returned to central,Alhania from the Armir-ADanian . border area
where it was last heard from on 18 June.

Note: APPLE/3 will be discussed fully next, and then APPLE/2.

APPLE/3 

APPLE/3 informed the base they would have to change their exfiltration
route.
Comment: Ci 2) commented on 18 August that, although the changed route
was regarded as sensiblel tbsit if the team were controlled it would
make it easier for the opposition to make realistic position reports
to tounter D/Fing from Greece.

APPLE/3 reported AIRTIGHT had dysentery.
Comment:	 J commented. on 18 August that since this was a long-
standing condition, the message represented true reporting if con,
trolled.



27 May 1953

5 June 1953

10 June 1953

15 June 1953

18 June 1953

APPLE/3 responded to the base's query as to whether it desired
a food drop by stating that although it needed food and medicines they
could not await a drop.
Comment: This could be evidence of lack of control since the
opposition could have used a drop to get either supplies and/or the
plane. On the other hand, since the base had notified APPLE/2 on
14 May that it was considering a personnel drop, the opposition, if
in control, could have been holding out for this bigger drop.

Y11

APPLE/3 reported running into an ambush near 'ithktil in which RNPUTLOG
was wounded.. The fact of such an -ambush could no .Cbe confirmed by

E
APPLE/3 reported it was unable to move because of BNPUTLOG I s condition
and requested:

"Send us a guide to cross the border and withdraw RNPUTLOG
from us or else Chances are will have to put him in a base
here."

Because of questionable reporting from APPLE/2 following the 4 June
drop to APPLE/2 of PLUM and ORGANGE teams, the base decided to handle
APPLE/3 as though it were controlled. On the assumption that APPLE/3's
10 June request for a guide might be an intoxication attempt, the
base radioed a suggested exfi/tration route and on 13 June requested
AIRTIGHT and one man to exfiltrate separately for medicine, help and
further instructions.

APPLE/3 rejected the bases' last request and said all would continue
together.

APPLE/3 made its last contact, reporting its position to be approximately
12 miles from the border. A_ _.:Treported that members of a gratk__-
team exfiltrated on the night of 18 June without incident and passed
through the area where the team was reported as being located. On the
other hand another team which exfiltrated from Albania on 26 July learned
of a gun battle against a four-man team at an unidentified location
about 20 June, in which battle three men were killed and the fourth
committed suicide.	 _D also reported on 18 August that a Greek
border officer had reported hearing of the killing of a four-man group
in southern b4 at at unknown date and named one of the APPLE/3
men (identity not girelm being in the group.
Comment: The above7017;6ce is inconclusive withxespect to the question
of lf"ther tlic tcam i c, =ding was aot1o:46.1 (1)euttuse of previous contoi) or

Secury
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actual, although, of course theoretically the team could still
possibly be in hiding. Other reports, discussed above in comments
under date of 12 May 1953, have raised the possibilities that
RNPUTLOG may have been captured in central Albania either before
or shortly after APPLE/2 and APPLE/3 separated, or as late as
August, and that AIRTIGHT and RNCERTAIN may have been captured
together about May.

May-June 1953 C.; , :preported that APPLE/3 1 s Viet (whether right or left hand
not indicated) was RNMOKINOS I as far as could be determined, that
all radio communication control signals were proper, and that the
team followed RNPUTLOG's specific instructions to report every change
in location.
Comment: If the team were under control the transmission of the
correct control signals could be the result of the opposition's
previous success in obtaining them.

14 May 1953

23 May 1953

4 June 1953

Alth=

The base asked APPLE/2 whether it could receive a personnel drop
between 27 May and 4 June (later modified to the period between
29 May and 4 June).

APPLE/2 reported that the letter RNPUTLOG brought with him had
been posted.
Comment: As in the case of the 11 March message reporting the mailing
of a letter carried in by THROW011112, there is no information in the
files indicating what this letter was.

The three-man ORANGE team (AIROMETER, GADUMMT, and GABLUTION) and the ,
leader of the PLUM team, AICHIP, were dropped on 4 June to be briefed
by APPLE/2 prior to moving on to their respective areas of operations.
The other two men on the PLUM team, RNDEPART and AIRBLOWN were not
drooped because one of them froze and blocked the other; the two
men are at present in AtIlans or the4Ltbana area being maintained ire
for potential use in future operations. The Headquarters cast officer
Is of the opinion that one or more of the men who were droppeaTifore-
hand Nmew the identity of one or more of the men in the APPLE/2 re-
ception group.
All men dropped had operational clearances except GABLUTION concerning
whom Headquarters, on 21 October 1953, as a result of the Headquarters
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security reviewvequested PRQ outlines and results oikkrestigations
so that:tberational clearances could be instituted.	 .
The drop was made, at APPLE/2's suggestion (made on 18 May) l at the
same D/Z used to drop the RNPUTLOG group on 1 May 1953. Before the
drop finally was made APPLE/2 complained on 1 June about the se-
curity hazards involved in a six-day waiting period at the D/Z.
Comment: The fact that one or more of APPLE/2's identities may
have been known beforehand by ORANGE and/or PLUM is a security . •
hazard. The fact also that adequate data on GABLUTION is not
available makes him theoretically a possible security hazard. The
fact also that APPLE/2 chose the D/Z would help the opposition if
At already were in control. The long period of waiting at the D/Z
appears to have been a security hazard if the team were uncontrolled.
Although there aredisadvantages to blind dropping it is questionable
as to whether they are not outweighed by the disadvantages involved
in the resulting breakdown in inter-team compartmentation, by having
one team act as a reception group for other teams with independent
missions A4tmt- muctisfmr••	 AAA, ra4hZem4414.

ju5_10.-1411e1953Appmpon5junereported iuk incomplete drroP  possibly referring
to the failure of two of the three PLUM team members to drop3and

(4, *• that the drop had been made from a high altitude. APPLE/2 asked there-
 fore whether there would be a drop on  June but .s told there

you'ajnottmand that the PLUM leader should remain with APPLE/2 until
he received further instructions. On 10 June, in suspicious contradic-
tion to its message of 5 June, APPIE/2 stated that it understood "from
your message", referring to a base query as to what had happened,
that some personnel had been dropped on 4 June. APPLE/2 stated that
the drop had been made away from the field And that APPLE/2 had had
no contact with the persons dropped. After dawnI APPLE/2 had had to
leave since Communist forces had appeared at the MVZ and later had
heard rifle fire in the D/Z area. APPLE/2 stated that it did not know
what had happened. Nothing further has ever been heard from ORANGE or
PLUM.
Comment: It is possible that ORANGE and PLUM did not fall directly
into the D/Z area and were picked up by security forces, if APPLE/2
were uncontrolled. Another possibility is that A2PLE/2 came under
control between 5 and 10 June. If the team were under control from
the start, the opposition may have first sought to entice the re-
mainder of PLUM, and failing to do so:Ammediately ) to provide a possible
notional disposal of ORANGE and PLUM. Such disposal may have been
deemed desirable because of an inability to break the new men and
co,tain tha opomm w/p in.i rinr or bAnanAa of lank of assets with

4	 X,
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which to exploit several major play-back operations, particularly
since APPLE/2 might be able to be further exploited.

10 June 1953 The base informed APPLE/2 that it would drop arms during the period
17-20 June and asked that the PLUM leader be informed that his radio
operators would be sent later.

12 June 1953 tzJ reported that as a result of the contradictory exchanges of •
Ma -10 June it was handling APPLE/2 as well as APPLE/3 as probably
controlled.

13-16 June 1953 APPLE/2 radioed on 13 June that it was unable to await a drop from
17 to 20 June, but on 16 June stated it still needed a drop to give
its friends promised aid.
Comment: Possible intoxication attempt.

19-20 June 1953 On 19 June the base, for the first time y raised one of two_d4ee
A

officer control challenges given THROWOFF/2, "Do you needjeks1"
APPLE/2 replied the next day, "We want maps," indicating native
control. (The actual pre-arranged native control response was
"Send us maps.") As a result of this favorable reply, the base told-
APPLE/2 supplies would be dropped.
Comment: Although the favorable response to the challenge was
indicative of absence of control, the opposition previously might have
broken THROWOFF/2 completely and have been in control. Thus Athens on
26 June reported that it continued to recognize the possibility of
control of the team but felt warranted in taking a calculated risk
to maintain the operation particularly in view of APPLE/2 1 d 25 June
report of an indirect contact with the PLUM leader discussed below.
Headquarters concurred in the field's plans.

22 June 1953	 APPLE/2 confirmed the D/Z set up by the base on 20 June and requested
a drop date. On 27 June APPLE/2 was told to await a drop from 27 to
30 June but no drop was made.

25 June 1953	 APPLE/2 reported learning indirectly thatCPal (Pali) Lushiihad sent
one of his people to RNCERTAIN's relative$Pto-sarthit ' they were in
theMirdiirzone.	 P
Comment: the true Aamss_of_the OWNLand PLUMpen . who were dropped
on 4 June 1953
It may not be certain, therefore, w ether the Pal Lus of APPLE s
message referred to one of these m . Headquarters a4d. the field

Security
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apparently interpreted it as referring tol?el_Nikolla, the PLUM
leader. Assuming that it did refer to one of the men, tilbe-411000014
the message could be either &legitimate accounting for them, or if
APPLE/2 were controlled, an attempt by the opposition, alerted by
the base's ease officer control challenge of 19 June) to further
resolve the base's doubts concerning APPLE/2 by presenting indireet
evidence of the safety of ORANGE and PLUM.

2 July 1953 Headquarters, in turning down a field plan for independently determining
the fate of ORANGE and PLUM, gave as one of its reasons the belief
that it could get the information through APPLE/2 "which operative
and apparently not controlled".

11 July	 APPLE/2 requested the speedy return of AIRTIGHT.
1953	 Comment: According to previous plans, AIRTIGHT, after exfiltrating

with APPLE/3would return. The request is thus either legitimateyr
if APPLE/2 at this point was controlled,either realistic dissemblage,
an attempt to entice somebody else, or evidence that APPLE/3 had been
uncontrolled and this was an attempt either to entice his return or
obtain information about him.

22-26 July APPLE/2 received a resupply drop on 22 July. An abortive attempt
1953	 had previously been made on 3 July. On 26 July APPLE/2 reported it

had received three of five parachuted containers.
Comment: Possible intoxication effort for another drop.

13-31 August APPLE/2 on 13, 19, and 31 August again asked for AIRTIGHT; it also	 11
1953	 expressed concern about the condition of its radio and the possibility

of the loss of radio contact. Ccucern over the radio was repeated again
*AO	 on 31 August.

Comment: See comments above under dates of 11 Ally 1953 and 22-26 July
1953. In addition, if the team were controlled, a poor radio provides
an excuse for cutting down traffic at a time when the operation is very
sensitive and provides an explanation for the falling off in APPLE/2
*performance commented upon by [7:	 -on 5 September.

1 September APPLE/2 stated it was awaiting the drop of a needed radio and batteries.
1953	 The base alerted the teeth for a drop during the period from 19 to 22

September and asked if the team could exfiltrate to ,Greece, Headquarters
on 6 July had first suggested requesting RNORRTAIN's exfiltration,

14 September APPLE/2 parried the base's 1 September request:
1953

, 4

•	
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"We are waiting for (AIRTIGHT) and you tell us to return
to greens. This, and no answer on the information promised
about (AIRTIGHT) has us greatly worried. We await informa-
tion tomorrow."

Comment: See comments above under date of 11 July 1953; also possible
stalling tactic.

15-19 September The base informed APPLE/2 on 15 September that AIRTIGETHcould not
1953	 return and that the team must make plans to come out. APPLE/2 was

instructed to notify the base before leaving as the base might be
able to help it. APPLE/2 replied on 17 September that it could not
stay without AIRTIGHT and would think of coming after its expected
and neededifrop. The team was successfully resupplied on 19
September during a flight which also resupplied another operation

s4ku.D.
Comment: If controlledo the team's traffic could be pressure to
entice the 19 September drop. If the drop was made to an opposition
reception group there is the possibility that the security of the
other resupply drop was endangered. On the other hand, if the team
were controlled why was the plane not fired upon at the D/Z? The
instructions to exfiltrate would have warned the opposition that
the playback could not long continue. The possibility of enticing
another drop existed but would have had to be regarded as a gamble.
The gamble might have been regarded as negligible since it might
have been estimated that the APPLE/2 base would seek to maintain
contact as long_as there was any possibility of the team exfiltrating.

f'"--ILIIIII4W5ossiire-IMAC -Mguriud„ liaison arrangements with the
I ‘,....Albanian)Army to set up 'S1-1.7i reception required more time. At

4	 any fife since APPLE/2 had not given a clear-cut answer to the
base's request that it exfiltrate, the base might have raised the
other case officer control challenge given THROWOFF/2. A possible
disadvantage, however, would have been the fact that if the team
were controlled and the opposition was actually planning to send
back a turned agent, the control challenge might have dissuaded
them.

26-29 September APPLE/2 advised on 26 September that it was contacting its principal
1953	 friends before departing. On 29 September it informed the base that

It would start exfiltrating about 15 October after contacting its
friends.
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4-16 October On L. October APPLE/2 requested permission to exfiltrate with some
1953	 friends. The base approved on 14 October if APPLE/2 was ware of

their bona fides. In response to a request for their names APPLE/2
on 16 October radioed the names of three friends known to AIRTIGHT.
Headquarters has only recently received these names by pouch and
traces have not yet been completed.
Comment: If the team were not yet controlled one of the "friends"
might have been a security hazard, If the team were controlled,--
the inclusion of friends in the exfiltration group might have been

for build-up.

13-17 October APPLE/2 reported on 13 October that it intended to start exfiltrating
1953	 on 22 October and requested a drop of food, and clothing for the

Mends going along with them. The drop was requested again on 16
and 17 October. (The base on 16 October warned the team of the
security hazards involved in a drop.)
Comment: Possible intoxication attempt by the opposition.

19-23 October	 The base on 19 October asked for a DIA and told APPLE/2 to await a
1953	 drop during the period 21 to 25 October. On 22 October APPLE/2

reported that it had been awaiting a drop from 19 to 22 October at
D/Z 1-1531 and that it would await a drop from 23 to 25 October at
D/Z 1-1531. The base then asked the field to await a drop that
night (22 October) but was told by APPLE/2 during an extra contact
the same day that it could not receive a drop that night as it was
not yet at the D/Z, but could await a dro-a on 23 October. On 23
October APPLE/2 reported the D/Z area as quiet and that it was
awaiting a drop. Complete texts of these messages have not yet
been received in Headquarters.
Comment: If the team was controlled, the opposition, by choosing the
T7E7-7,7cTuld be able to select one more suited to their purposes. The
fact that APPLE/2 on 22 October reported that it had been awaiting
a drop since 19 October, and then later that day indicated that it
was not yet at the same D I/Z and so could not receive a drop that
night, is auspicious. If the team were controlled, the delay could
have been to make better preparations for an A/A attack on the plane.

23 October	 While making a resupply drop on the night of 23 October, the C-47
1953	 was hit by 20-4M AA fire from first two and then five more

batteries at the T-lighted APPLE/2 D/Z area,„	 eplane was forced
to make an emergency exit and to land at , trin"dIsi; Italy. It is
not known whether another resupply drop scheduled tO-Trmade during
this flight , (for'Hil'Shllaku) ,was made prior to )the APPLE/2 drop.
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Note:

Comment: Although APPLE/2 probably was under control during the N/T
traffic setting up the drop, it is also possible theoreticafljr that
the team was surprised enough ahead of time at or near the D Z area
to enable AA batteries to be placed into position. Radio communica-
tion control signals continued negative to the end, including a
negative response te:Fadio communication control challenge on 22
October..

This review does not include a discussion of the CE implications of
the handling and movement of the_plake and its pilots from the
time of the plane's arrival in4ri,disi 7; since such events have no
bearing on the question of control of the APPLE complex.

V
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